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About This Game

Ominous clouds are gathering over Persia. The good natured king Badiya is mortally ill and the demonic Grand Vizier Zaved
holds his subjects in an iron grip, bringing the country to the edge of ruin. To make matters worse, a shadowy disease has

appeared out of nowhere, spreading across the land. A young and talented apothecary Tara decides to find the cause of this
plague and prevent it from spreading further. A quest full of puzzles and challenges awaits, one that will lead her to the far

reaches of kingdom and even beyond it. Luckily for her, Tara won't be alone in this endeavour. She will be assisted by a
mysterious acrobat and swordsman Darius, as well as goofy but kind-hearted geenie Minu. Will the 3 daredevils succeed in

finding the source of an ancient evil and stop the impending doom? Join the quest and lead Tara to victory.

Features

Intriguing riddles and ho scenes!

Gather ingredients and brew secret potions!

Discover fairytale Persia in 41 locations!
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Interactive minigames with duels and swordfighting!

Larger than life companions will assist you!
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Title: Persian Nights: Sands of Wonders
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Sodigital
Publisher:
Artifex Mundi
Release Date: 29 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0b

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Fun game, very scary.. Nice game for a few hours!. For nostalgia purposes it's alright, I can't change the settings though..
story:9.5\/10
character:9\/10
CG:7.5\/10
system:8.5\/10
at all:9\/10. Do not recommend at the moment. Early access I know but If you are a WWII buff like myself this is a game for
you. Its got a great concept but with only 4 people IN THE WORLD playing at any one time its hard to really get into it now.
Later in time ill dive back in.. Okay, first, play the game before you buy the soundtrack. Personally, I found the "music", and I
use that word loosely, totally annoying to the point that I said to myself, "if this doesn't get better, I'll play with speakers turned
off." Secondly, when the game starts, I was wandering around aimlessly, and the devil was whispering repeatedly something
intelligible and after wandering through the whole first floor\/dungeon\/basement, I saw two blobs that I guess were silhouettes,
but I could not figure out how to interact with them or battle. I deleted the game from my hard drive\/PC and marked the
category as "don't like", so that when I get a new PC someday, I don't waste time downloading this again.. Amazing Lobby
Experience

10/10. How did this game die it's a really great game.. Cool game, kinda dead tho.
Devs are slow at making new content and fixing bugs.
Could use alot more work on more maps, monsters and to make it easier for the monster to find the humans.

Really cool game tho and shows alot of potential
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I`ve been wanting this game before it could be bought. Now that I`ve played it, I`ll have to be honest... it`s EXACTLY what I
hoped for! I love the gameplay: simple, yet fun. It`s extremely tough, and you better bet that you`ll begin to rage at how mental
RunGunJumpGun can get. Even with how crazy the idea and game itself are, it`s amazingly fun to play, and the silly story that
goes on as you play just adds to it. 10/10. I bought this game as a joke because I love osu!mania and Stepmania and Thought it
would be funny to buy this game but it was so bad that it wasn't even worth the $2 I spent.

So devs, if you are reading this and wish to improve this game, please at least look at Stepmania for inspiration because as
crappy as this game is it wouldn't be bad to have a REAL rhythm game on steam. Developer abandoned the project. Why are
web series on video games so much better than movies?
I wish this was a full length movie, because I enjoyed this way more than an average video game movie.

On top of that, it gives an amazing insight to the Mortal Kombat universe.

10/10
And its free so why not. Hello,

Very nice game!
On the passenger mode, we've noticed some bugs (e.g. for tramway the doors are not opening and it is impossible to get in).
My son is also asking me every day what is outside the station :). If possible, we want to suggest this new feature: the possibility
to ascend on stairs and walk outside the station.

Thank you,
Yann & Vali. So the dev for this game, Orion_, he put the games in a greenlight bundle on Groupees, which was quite sucessful,
got him enough greenlight votes to get the game on steam. The he viciously turned on his fanbase, refusing to give keys, calling
them horible names, and accusing them of being greedy. He deleted any threads about keys, and kept up these antics, but
eventually gave in and gave keys to customers through Groupees. However in his now deleted post he was once again vicious
about it. More info can be found here: 
https://www.reddit.com/r/GameDealsMeta/comments/40yl0w/keys_will_not_be_given_for_elansar_and_philia/. FREEDOM
FARTS. I love this game, but it won'tr load for me half the time.I would like this problem fixed if possible..
. This COULD be a nice game, but what ruins it
* tedious UI, it just plain bad console UI, even for a console
* Story is designed for repetitive gameplay, with a level up system which makes a fight either very simple or too hard.
* Story tries to be engaging, but fails with simple "character images + text" kind of display

Unless you are a hardcore fan of match-3, stay away. If you like the Crooked Man, you´ll definitely love this one too. Has a
great storyline, a few good scares, original puzzles, and a huuuuge map. 9/10, absolutely worth paying for.

Q&A with Irony Curtain Team!:
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Comrades,

Usually, d̶i̶c̶t̶a̶t̶o̶r̶s benevolent Fathers of a Nation don’t tend to answer questions – they ask them!

But today the tables turn – go ahead and ❓ask anything❓: the Irony Curtain dev Team will answer all your conundrums in an
Irony Q&A!

Ask away in the comments below and at the beginning of February we'll answer them all in a Q&A video. ��

Meanwhile, don't forget to add Irony Curtain to your wishlist!

. 
Restore peace in the realm of the Five Kingdoms!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!. My Brother Rabbit available this Fall!:

Add the game to your wishlist and stay updated!.  The voice of Dark Souls to sing on My Brother Rabbit!:
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Artifex Mundi has partnered with Emi Evans – the voice behind NieR: Automata and Dark Souls to collaborate on a song
"Dreams", together with Arkadiusz Reikowski (Layers of Fear, Kholat, >observer_). Recently, the duo met in London to recap
the project and record a brief documentary about the experience that you can watch here:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxBA1r5AL3o

The song Dreams is available for free on Bandcamp, Soundcloud and Youtube, soon on Spotify and iTunes.

https://youtu.be/25rsEmVhQaI

----

My Brother Rabbit is a beautifully drawn exploration adventure and puzzle game set in a surreal world that mixes reality with a
child’s imagination. The game will be out on September 21st on Steam, PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Nintendo Switch, Humble
Bundle, GOG, Windows Store and Mac Appstore.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/855640/My_Brother_Rabbit/
. Save Persia from mysterious plague!:
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Ominous clouds are gathering over Persia. The good natured king Badiya is mortally ill and the demonic Grand Vizier Zaved
holds his subjects in an iron grip, bringing the country to the edge of ruin. To make matters worse, a shadowy disease has
appeared out of nowhere, spreading across the land. A young and talented apothecary Tara decides to find the cause of this
plague and prevent it from spreading further. A quest full of puzzles and challenges awaits, one that will lead her to the far
reaches of kingdom and even beyond it. Luckily for her, Tara won't be alone in this endeavour. She will be assisted by a
mysterious acrobat and swordsman Darius, as well as goofy but kind-hearted geenie Minu. Will the 3 daredevils succeed in
finding the source of an ancient evil and stop the impending doom? Join the quest and lead Tara to victory.

The game will be available at 40% discount for a limited time after the launch.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/621080/Persian_Nights_Sands_of_Wonders/
. THE WORLD OF SLAVIC LEGENDS OPENS AGAIN!:
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Please add the game to your WISHLIST to stay updated!

When a seemingly uneventful visit to your brother turns into a hotbed of conflict between humans and Clouders it will be up to
you - Mary Gilbert - famous botanist and guardian of Fern Flower - to once more enter the magical world of eastern European
deities, ancient beliefs and mythical lands. Accompanied by Aitvar, a house spirit, set off to the other end of the rainbow, where
a flying city floats among the clouds and where your brother is being held captive by an evil sorcerer. Save him and together
renew the ancient covenant between humans and Clouders. Will cleverness and resourcefulness be enough to overcome sinister
Zmeys on the sorcerer's service and prove your worth to Perun, the god of thunder? Will you be able to save the earth before it
gets flooded by the ocean?

Eventide 3: Legacy of Legends will be available at a 40% discount for 7 days after the premiere.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/677020/Eventide_3_Legacy_of_Legends/?beta=0
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